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THE EDITOR'S DESK
Dear readers :
You'll notice a few changes in "U" this issue. The
most obvious change is the color photo on the cover.
We've also improved the paper, revamped our graphics
and added additional pages.
It's all part of our effort to better tell the USD story.
And what a story to tell! Can there be many
universities in the country that have experienced the
growth USD has enjoyed during the past 15 years?
This fall the growth continues. Workmen continue to
ready the 74 ,500-square-foot University Center, a
building dubbed the "future living room of campus"
by some. Site preparation is under way next to the
Sports Center for construction of a 154-unit student
apartment complex.
A new electrical engineering program debuted in
September. The marine studies program offered in
conjunction with Hubbs-Sea World is in its second
successful year. Enrollment remains strong.
Not coincidentally, the man most responsible for the
University's recent track record - President Author E.
Hughes - is beginning his 16th year at the helm of
USD. It was on June 8 , 1971 , that Dr. Hughes officially
was named to lead the soon-to-be-merged institutions
of the San Diego College for Women and the College for
Men.
Dr. Hughes is the first to say the University would
not be in the enviable position it finds itself today
without the support of the thousands of alumni,
parents and friends who are part of the USD family.
And one small way to say thanks is to do our best to
keep you informed about what is happening at Alcala
Park through publications like "U."
John Sutherland
Editor

On the cover: USD 's Bruce Gordon is one of the student volunteers involved in the
University's new community tutoring program. He's shown here with students from San Diego's
Our Lady of the Angels school. For the complete story, see page 9 .
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ALCALA PARK
Campus anticipating Center opening

The University Center is nearing completion.

ou can see the excite m ent in his
eyes and h ear it in his voice
when Associate Dean of
Students Tom Cosgrove talks about the
University Center.
"The University Center truly will be a
place to bring people together," h e says
of the 7 4 ,500-square-foot facility
scheduled to open in November.
Indeed. Within its two levels students,
faculty. staff and campus visitors alike
will be able to lounge in comfort while
listening to music, eat at one of five
dining areas including a grill. deli and
bake ry, buy tickets to upcoming
campus and off campus events,
withdraw money from the building's
a utomatic teller machine, relax with a
video game in the gameroom or visit
one of the many student affairs' offices
in the building.
"The Center means a great deal to
campus life," says USD President
Author E. Hughes. "It will form a hub
physically between the reside nces of the
lower campus and the academic
facilities of the upper campus."
For Dr. Cosgrove, who will add
director of the University Center to his
title, the building represe nts fulfillm ent
of a long-held dream .
"We have built a very good foundation
of a ctivities for students in the past 10
years," h e points out. " Films, speakers,
popular e ntertainme nt series. All the
kinds of programs you would expect to
find on a college campus."
Ente r the obstacle - space on
campus. " We have n't been able to hold
an indoor dance on campus for years,"
he adds. "We've had to do things in
nooks and crannies. It's been a make-do
situation."
Not much longer. Beginning in

Y

Construction is beginning
on a 154-unit student
apartment complex next
to the Sports Center. The
apartments, which will
house more than 500
students, are scheduled
for occupancy in the fall
of 1987.
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December students will be able to da n ce
in the 7 ,000-square-foot multipurpose
room . They 'll have their choice of 450
seats in the main student dining room.
" We took the idea of creating a living
room for campus seriously in designing
the building," Dr. Cosgrove says. "We
didn't want the building to look
imposing. We wanted it to have a real
residential feel. That goes back to the
original idea of student unions as a
place to bring people together, a place
where people can interact informally."
The building features the 16th
century Spanish Renaissance
architectural style found throughout
campus. A red-tiled roof adds to the
informality of the structure.
In the inte rior, blue, taupe and peach
are the dominant colors. Among the
building·s unique features are the teak
and m a hogany fram es for its 56 arched
windows, the imported German tile in
the kitchen areas and the 152 wooden
student lockers.
The building will be fully airconditioned, almost fully carpeted, and
equipped with a public address system.
A closed circuit television system will
feature information about upcoming
University events and activities. Both
the student and faculty/staff dining
rooms will offe r splendid views of
Mission Bay and Tecolote Canyon.
Work crews have completed about 90
p ercent of the $10 million facility. A
campus opening of the Center for
students and employees is scheduled for
later in the fall. A public dedication will
be held in February.
Architects Mosher/Drew/Watson/
Ferguson designed the project and
1repte Construction Co. is the general
contractor. •

ALCALA PARK
Electrical engineering
debuts this fall
SD took a bold step in a new
direction this fall when it
inaugurated a bachelor's degree
program in electrical engineering-the
University's first-ever engineering
program.
The program was established after
extensive dialog between University
administrators and representatives of
the rapidly growing high technology
industry in the San Diego area.
"There is a substantial demand
locally for electrical engineers,
particularly those with expertise in
computer engineering," according to Dr.
C. Joseph Pusateri, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
USD has hired Dr. Thomas
Kanneman , most recently professor and
department chair of electronics and
computer engineering technology at
Arizona State University, to head the
program . Dr. Kanneman brings 30 years
of professional and academic experience
in the field to USD. He holds a doctorate
and bachelor's degree in electrical
engineering from the University of
Wisconsin and a master's in the same
subject from the University of New
Mexico.
In addition to his teaching
background, Dr. Kanneman has 12
years of industry experience with
Sperry Flight Systems and General
Motors Electronics Division , among
others. He also has been involved over
the past six years in various
accreditation activities while
representing the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), years
which have given him a broad
perspective on engineering education.
One of his goals for the new program is
professional accreditation by the
Engineering Accreditation Commission
of the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology (ABET).
"I look forward to the challenge of
building a new program," he says. 'Tm
especially pleased to have this
opportunity at USD, with its emphasis
on effective teaching and personal
attention to the needs of the student. I
enjoy the teaching process."
The career possibilities for electrical
engineering majors are endless,
according to Dr. Kanneman . " Electrical
engineering is one of the largest and
most dynamic career opportunities
existing today," he says, largely because
of the many technological developments

U

in the electronics and computer field .
Entry level engineer positions are
available in the areas of computers,
electronics, control systems,
instrumentation and communications,
to name but a few.
USD's coursework will emphasize the
principles of electrical engineering, with
a strong orientation in electronics and
computer-aided design . Other electrical
areas which will be covered include
control systems, computers,
measurements and instrumentation,
signal processing and communications.
Math, science, computer science,
human communication , critical
reasoning, and religious, ethical and
social values awareness courses also will
l;>e emphasized.
Laboratory and office space for the
new program will be constructed in
Serra Hall. The new facilities are
expected to be completed by the
summer of 1987. Dr. Kanneman expects
two to three additional electrical
engineering faculty to be hired in the
next three years as enrollment
grows. •

Dr. Thomas Kanneman

Garvey's a hit with Beulah!
Remember Beulah Mahaffey '86 , who received a USD degree at the
age of 80 in June (Summer '86 " U " J? One of her dreams was to
meet San Diego Padres star Steve Garvey , who a lso serves as a USD
trustee. Well, this summer Beulah got her moment with the Garv
when she was summoned to the La Jolla offices of his marketing
firm . Needless to say , it was a moment she'll never forget.
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ALCALA PARK
People
man with nearly
30 years of fund
raising experience
- Michael J . Kearney has been appointed acting
vice president for
university relations.
replacing Dr. William L.
Pickett. who in June
accepted the presidency of
St. John Fisher College in
Rochester, New York.
Kearney, who has served
as USD's director of
planned giving since
December 1983, will direct
the University Relations
division while the
University co nducts a
nationwide search for a
permanent vice preside nt.

A

Tom Burke meets with parents at a reception during annual parent orientation
activities September 1. Burke is vice president for student affairs and dean of
students.

Rauner first director of volunteer programs
SD rece ntly demonstrated its
commitment to student
volunteer efforts in the
community by becoming the first
university in the country to hire a
person to coordinate volunteer efforts.
Judy Rauner, a 30-year veteran of
work in the volunteer field , has been
appointed the University's first director
of volunteer programs.
She will act as a clearinghouse for
volunteer activities for the Associated
Student Body's community outreach
programs, student clubs, the
administration's Neighborhood Program
and others. A major thrust of her job
will be to develop leadership skills of the
students who volunteer, a subject
Rauner has covered in one of two books
she has written on volunteerism.
"I will help students have a positive
experience, fostering a lifelong
commitment to volunteerism," Rauner
says. "In my work, I have found that
young people care and can be really
excited about community service."
Rauner has created and managed
programs which involved up to 1,000
volunteers. Among the organizations
she has worked with are San Diego
Young Volunteers in ACTION and the
San Diego Pops Symphony. She also has
taught volunteer program management

U
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at the community college level and
conducted workshops on the same topic
for several organizations.
USD's faculty Social Issues
Committee initiated creation of
Rauner's position. The committee, in its
second year of operation , is responsible
for developing curriculum and volunteer
efforts that center on specific social
issues.
"From President Author Hughes on
down ," Rauner says, " USD has a longterm commitment to volunteer
service." •

Judy Rauner

* * * * *

Charles J. Reilly,
president of his own
Pasadena public relations
firm for the past 13 years,
has been appointed
director of
communications, a new
administrative position.
The post was created to
keep pace with the
University's ex traordinary
growth and to give USO
a dditional resources to
improve communications
with the community. Reilly
will supervise news
bureau, publications and
public relations efforts.
*

* * * *

Dr. Joan Anderson,
associate professor of
economics, spent six weeks
this summer in the
southern h emisph ere
learning about Latin
American business thanks
to a Fulbright Scholarship
she received.
Dr. Anderson was among
12 American professors of
La tin American studies
who traveled to Venezuela,
Ecuador, Bolivia and
Argentina. The ex perience
will h elp her d evelop a
course for USD 's one-yearold master's degree
program in international
business. •

ALCALA PARK
Economic outlook is healthy, say experts
By John L. Nunes

h e U.S. economy for 1986-87
apparently will be healthy,
despite pockets of depression in
the farm belt. Inflation will be minimal.
That was the consensus of three
financial experts who made their
predictions at the USD Corporate
Associates' annual economic forecast
meeting.
The forecasts were made by Dr.
Robert O'Neil, associate dean and
professor of economics at USD's School
of Business Administration; Bill
Holland, KSDO Radio business editor
and vice president of Kidder Peabody &
Co.; and John Walsh, director of
marketing plans and proposals for Rohr
Industries.
Although Holland began his
presentation by saying, "the economy
today stinks,'' he believes "in general,
the economy is holding together. We are
experiencing month after month of
deflation. We haven't had this in years."
Because cash "is king" in periods of
deflation, and because of federal tax
measures, Holland anticipates "a new
era of investment."

T

In 1987 , however. Holland foresees a
low percentage of inflation,
" superimposed on our deflated
economy, bringing us back to normal."
He does not expect the federal
government to further tighten credit
next year, and predicts oil prices will
remain constant until the next century.
Holland and O'Neil were on last year's
economic forecast panel. At that
meeting, they agreed that 1986 would
be a period of little inflation and steady
growth .
Dr. O'Neil also had predicted low
interest rates and no recession . This
year, he claims there will be no
recession before 1989.
On the gloom and doom side, Dr.
O'Neil pointed out:
• The U.S. debt is growing twice as
fast as the gross national product. The
federal , corporate and consumer debt
now stands at a combined total of $2
trillion.
• The failure rate of companies has
soared in the past five years,
approaching the worst years of the

Great Depression . Last year ('85-86),
business failures set a post-war record .
• The slump in agriculture has
caused a continuing slide in farm real
estate prices.
• American labor productivity trails
all industrialized western nations.
• Imports in the past 12 months
represented 43 percent of the American
market, up 18 percent from 1984-85.
• Today's economy bears an eerie
resemblance to the disinflation and
prosperity of the 1920s, which gave way
to the deflation and depression of the
'30s.
On the bright side, Dr. O'Neil
reported :

Bill Holland

• Real per capita disposal income
has been increasing some 20 percent
each decade.
• Despite rising unemployment, the
United States has a record level of
working age Americans holding jobs.
• The so-called "misery index" has
moved steadily downward since 1980,
primarily because of inflation.
• Housing will experience boom
market conditions.
• Deflation will not persist. "The
price of oil can drop only so far."
• The rate of inflation will be under
three percent for the next 12 months.
Although he foresees no recession in
1987, John Walsh wondered if the U.S.
is living on borrowed time.
With 1987 being a presidential
campaign year, however, he said
political maneuvering will carry this
nation's growth through 1988.
Most of the recent market growth has
been tied to increased imports. but
domestic economies are emerging. The
net effect, Walsh said, is a stable but
slow growth over the next two to three
years.
Consolidation and deregulation will
make for a stronger U.S. airline
industry, he said. Walsh expects strong
aircraft deliveries through 1988 , with a
large expansion of the aircraft
manufacturing industry in the early
1990s.
Defense funding will continue to be
up to two times the amount
appropriated in 1980, he said. •

Dr. Robert O'Neil

John Walsh
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ALCALA PARK SPORTS
Game of life comes first, says Fogarty
By Die Doumanian

ootball coach Brian Fogarty's
philosophy seems ideally suited
for the University of San Diego.
"Players playing football at the
Division III level are playing for the love
of the game," he explains. "We have to
find players who are not interested in
being treated special. Our players are
just like everyone else."
In his fourth season as Torero head
coach, Fogarty likes the atmosphere in
which athletics are perceived at USD.
"This type of atmosphere goes along
with what I believe, that studentathletes are here to get an education.
Athletics shouldn't be their major
reason for being here."
One of the major changes Fogarty
made upon his USD arrival was to get
away from recruiting junior college
players and to go instead almost
exclusively after high school athletes.
"One of the reasons we did that is
because we felt if we were going to build
a good program and be consistent, we
had to do it with four-year kids. Another
reason is the school academically just
keeps getting better, and we felt by
recruiting college-prep players, it would

F

Brian Fogarty

be easier to keep them in school for four
years. And it is paying off. Our team
grade-point average for the last two
years is 2 .7 ."
Athletic Director Fr. Patrick Cahill is
glad he found Fogarty. "It (hiring
Fogarty) is one of the best personnel
decisions I've made since I've been
here," says Fr. Cahill. "I have nothing
but praise for him and the way he has
conducted himself and his program."
Last year the Toreros posted a 5-5
record after going 1-8-1 the previous
season. Expectations are high for the
1986 season.
"Technically, this is the third year of
our new recruiting program ," Fogarty
said. "We only have eight seniors. We
feel like we have a chance to be a very
good team. The key to how well we will
do is how well the freshmen and
sophomores play.
"We think our kids' attitude is good,"
he adds. "I think we have a nucleus that
is very motivated to do well, both
athletically and academically."
That sounds like a winning
combination. •

Toreras hop Down Under for hoop tour
he women's basketball team
spent the first three weeks of the
summer on a long road trip long as in 22 days and thousands of
miles on the road.
The Toreras traveled to New Zealand
for seven days and then to Australia for
15 days. The June trip was a combination learning and playing experience.
"The trip was really educational."
according to head coach Kathy Marpe.
"A lot of our players had never really
been away from home for any extended
period. The first week was the toughest
with everyone a little homesick and
making the adjustment to a different
lifestyle."
Marpe made a similar trip a number
of years ago when she was coach at the
University of New Mexico. So she knew
what to expect. The team practiced
international rules basketball before
leaving San Diego to accustom itself to
the different style of play. What it was
not ready for was the aggressive play of
the Australians.

T
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"Their style of play is very
aggressive," Marpe says. "We would play
club teams and battle it out tooth and
nail, then as soon as the game ended we
would all go to the social room to eat
and socialize - it was like the game
never happened.
The team did well, finishing the trip
with an 8-5 record . But it was a tough
schedule. "All the basketball games sort
of ran together," according to Julie
Evans, who will be a sophomore on the
squad this year.
But the players were treated well. " We
were treated like celebrities," explains
Marpe. "We were asked for autographs
and everyone wanted to talk to us and
ask questions about us and the United
States, asking what it's really like here."
Marpe thinks the team left its mark
wherever it went.
" Our exchange gift was the "I Love
University of San Diego Basketball"
bumper stickers," she notes. "I expect
USD basketball to be plastered all over
Australia." •

Torera Cathy O 'Brien

Mary Dolan helps St. Jude students with a reading assignment.

Reaching out
and touching
young lives
By John Sutherland

tis not one of San Diego's palmlined, red-tiled roofed
neighborhoods you see in slick
magazine ads.
Neglected homes and yards dot the
landscape. Graffiti covers fences, walls
and bus benches. Cars roar through
residential side streets.
But this Southeast San Diego
neighborhood near 38th Street is not
without hope.

I

Tidy, well-kept homes stand out from
their less fortunate neighbors. A man
ambling down the street stops to chat
with a neighbor, a longtime
acquaintance from the sound of their
voices. Children laugh and play at
recess, happy in their schoolyard games.
It is in neighborhoods like this one
that USD and its students are making a
difference.
The students are volunteers who help
9

Playground duty is another assignment.

Sr. Betsy Walsh

Joni Iglinski '86
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tutor elementary and middle school age
kids in their schools. The program
started in February when 33 USD
students began tutoring children at five
southeast San Diego schools - Balboa,
Our Lady of the Angels, Our Lady of
Guadalupe. St. Jude's and Sherman.
The USD students worked with
children in learning labs, occasionally
took charge of classes and tutored
reading groups.
Has the program been successful?
Just ask Betty Fratangello, vice
principal at St. Jude's.
"It's been fabulous," she says. "The
children have loved them (the tutors).
They eagerly wait for them to come
each week. The children were really
disappointed when the program ended
for the year."
Fratangello welcomed seven USD
students to her school, which enrolls
275 students in kindergarten through
eighth grade. The tutors worked with
children, many of whom are bilingual,
on their English skills, especially
reading, and on math skills.
Other teachers report similar results.
Many of the children thrive on the big
brother/big sister-type relationships
they form with USD students. USD's
students gain a new perspective on a
side of life they might not otherwise
experience, plus learn the satisfaction
generated from giving of themselves.
And USD professors see new maturity
in their students.
" I experienced a very warm reception
from the seventh graders I worked
with," reports Joni Iglinski '86, who
tutored at St. Jude's and who was one of
the prime student organizers of the
volunteer effort. "I didn't find any
jealousy or envy from the students.
They were very open to me."
Iglinski says the tutoring experience
also opened her eyes to a world far
different than the one she knew. "Many
of the kids had never been to the San
Diego beaches. They live in San Diego,
but it is such a different San Diego."

During Easter vacation , many USD
students helped broaden their charges'
worlds by taking them to Balboa Park
for an afternoon.
Much of the credit for initiating the
volunteer effort goes to Sr. Betsy Walsh ,
professor of English, who says the
program has been "like a dream ." Sr.
Walsh learned of southeast San Diego
children who needed help with school
work at a meeting of Kappa Gamma Pi,
a women's Catholic honorary, in March
1984. " I thought, if we can have a
writing center here on campus
(students tutor classmates who need
writing help) , then why couldn't we
send our students to southeast San
Diego?" she recalls.
In the summer of 1985 she and
Iglinski contacted Sr. Marina
Hernandez, who put them in touch with
principals of schools in southeast San
Diego. The principals reacted favorably
to the idea. In the fall Iglinski
spearheaded a recruiting effort among
students on campus that resulted in 90
volunteers signing up. By the time
scheduling was worked out, that
number was pared to the 33.
"I really respect our students," says
Sr. Walsh, "for being able to fit into a
situation in which they didn't know
exactly what they were getting into.
They grew and matured as time went
on."
"I found students coming to me
instead of the teacher," Iglinski says. "I
was able to show I was there because I
cared, I wanted to help. They listened to
me."
St. Jude's Fratangello agrees. "Once
the tutors built up a rapport with the
kids, they took it from there."
Most of the tutors gave three hours a
week to their school, although some
served six , and one ambitious person
volunteered nine hours a week. Most
students earned class credit for their
experience. They also met as a group on
a regular basis to share their
experiences.
The program is continuing this fall ,
and the plans are to keep it going as
long as students continue to volunteer,
according to Sr. Walsh , who says, "To
extend the possibility of the educational
process to the poor and marginalized
members of society is the privilege and
the responsibility of the Catholic
university."
Iglinski puts it in only slightly
different terms. "I learned from my
experience that school has to be a
positive experience. If it's kept
enjoyable, these kids will continue their
schooling. If we can help do that, we're
making a positive contribution."
No one would dispute that. •

Mary Dolan's journal
English major Mary Dolan was one of 33 USD
students who volunteered to tutor Southeast San
Diego elementary school students last spring. In
these excerpts from the journal she kept during her
experience, Dolan writes of her initial frustrations
and disappointments with herself and the program,
which gradually gave way to small successes, and
eventually. joyful triumph.

February 6
" Today was my first day. I had seven marriage
proposals and ten 'I love you's.' The kids were so warm
and accepting. They thought that a fairy goddess had
landed in their midst - I can honestly say I've never
had that kind of reception before."
February 11
"I definitely don't feel as enthusiastic about this as I
did after leaving the school last time. I don't think I'm
very good at it. There are two tutors in the class at the
same time in one class, and I listened to the other
person explain and I felt that he was doing a much
better job. Also, when I took the kids to the library to
search out a book for a book report. I gave them books
that were too hard for them . The teacher seemed
annoyed, and of course that made me upset ...
Needless to say, I'm discouraged."
February 13
"This job is much more difficult than I thought it
would be. I'm not sure why I thought it would be easy
- or should I say I thought I would have a 'natural'
affinity to it - but I don't. I don't have any problems
with keeping the kids in control, or having them like
me, but I feel rather lost when it comes to the
teaching."
February 17
" I had a much better experience with teaching today
than I did last Thursday. Perhaps it had something to
do with the fact that I taught math to a little fourth
grade Spanish-speaking girl instead of teaching sounds
to first graders. I really enjoy math - I'm sure it
sounds strange from an English major - but I enjoy
the fact that there is only one right answer, it isn't a
question of interpretation ... Then I did my 15
minutes duty on the playground, and a little girl came
up to give me a valentine she had made for me."
February 24
"I almost don't want to write what I'm thinking
because it continually sounds like I'm having such a
wretched time teaching. But the truth is the
frustration I feel is leveled at myself. not at the
program. All of the teachers have been very nice, and
most of the students have listened to what I had to say.
I just feel like I'm not doing such a great job.
. Another strange phenomenon, I like teaching
the math much better. I did it again this week, so I
don' t think it's just a passing fancy."
March4
"I don't mean for these journal entries to sound
negative if they do. It's just I'm in the habit of working
out problems that I have on paper . . . I must admit,

however, that I am frustrated with teaching some of the
kids."
March 11
" Teaching elementary school is down the tubes.
Well , at least I know what I can't do ... It's not that
I'm such a horrible teacher, I just don't enjoy the chaos
and babysitting that goes on in the lower grades.
Frankly, I don't know how the teachers ever have any
kids come out educated, much less how the teachers
make it at all . . . By the way, I'm going to write "The
Pessimist's Guide to Teaching."
March 18
I had such a great time teaching the kids today! The
little boy in the fourth grade apparently has a crush on
me so he is trying real hard to do well. Apparently he's
even studying at home. Whatever works, right? I'm
excited because the boy was doing real poorly before
and now he's doing quite well. I just hope his grades
don't drop when his affection drops.
Then I went into the third grade ... They were very
enthusiastic today and so was I. We had a lot of fun
while going through the story."
April 29
" I taught two boys today in the fourth grade. They
got a little wild when we played our math game, but at
least they stayed interested. One even wanted to stay in
the group wh en the teacher said math time was over.
.. . Two little girls came up to me during recess to let
me know how many little boys had crushes on me. I
think I know how to handle this now, so I asked the
girls if they didn't think the boys were silly. They all
giggled and said 'yes'."
May6
"Today was my last day teaching . I had perhaps my
biggest triumph as well. The little boy I have been
tutoring since I started has made wonderful progress.
I made up a game to keep him interested in learning:
Jaws IV. I drew baby fish ... then I drew Jaws IV. Now
all that was left was the explanation of how many little
fish Jaws eats a day. I guess the best way of supporting
my somewhat bizarre tactics is to comment that this
particular boy I have been t u toring got a 100 percent
on his fractions test. That boy just whizzed through it
like he'd been doing it for years. What's more, he didn't
want to go to recess - he wanted to continue
practicing his fractions with stories. Now if that wasn't
a minor miracle, I don't know what is . . .
Hard to think that some people don't think English is
a practical major! I think an ability to use the language
to create new perspectives is one of t h e most formidable tools I have had as a tutor. I try to weave the
children into a story and lead them unknowingly into
the plot of learning. It doesn't always work. Sometimes
they want the story more than the learning part, but
most of the time I love to see their faces light up with
surprise when they discover they know the ending
without me telling them .. . And I must say, it's the
most wonderful feeling in the world knowing you
touched some little child, and if only for an hour,
weaved a story so wonderful that his mind lifted him
above the bleakness that surrounds him every day.'' •
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What is peace?
It starts by making
peace with yourself
By Peter Andrade '86

hat is peace, really? I think
there are two definitions that
are relevant to us.
First, peace is a.state of security or
order within a community provided for
by law or custom. Second, peace is a
pact or agreement to end hostility
be tween those who have been at war or
in a state of enmity. I think of peace as
applying to all of us in at least these two
ways. These two definitions apply peace
on a global scale and to our immediate
community.
Sometimes it is easy to forget about
the world studying here at USD. It is
very easy to get caught up in the hustle
and bustle of college life - especially
during finals. But it is important we do
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not forget that we are but a microcosm
of the world. It is often difficult to keep
track of all the happenings in the world,
but it is essential that we do. It is
essential because we are apart from the
world and yet, someday soon, we will be
out there fighting the battles of the real
world. We need to be prepared for the
real world.
Often people are asked in a political
survey what is the most important issue
facing the world today. The most
popular answer is the threat of war,
especially nuclear war. With a good
portion of the world almost always at
war and the threat of terrorism
spreading around the world , peace is a
timeless and very timely issue.
There is war in the Middle East, in
Central America, in Ireland, in
Afghanistan and other parts of the
world . Closer to home there is war being
fought at the border between Mexicans
and border agents. For that matter,
there is a war being fought by all law
enforcement agents.
There is always a price that one must
pay in order to achieve a goal. War
seems to pay the ultimate price, the
lives of many people. There comes a
time when one must ask if the price is
getting a little too steep. Maybe, that
time has come.
We can all relate to the fear of a full
scale nuclear war. This is a fear that
bonds us together. I think that we can
also relate to the feeling that we must
defend ourselves. One of our goals as a
nation and a race should be the
reconciliation of these two seemingly
opposite viewpoints. The key to ending
the fear of war is cultivating the fear
that there may not be peace. This is not
a novel idea in any way, but it is
something to think about.
The best way we as individuals can
deal with the threat of war and with the

"We, as individu~
the idea of peace
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Dr. Martin Luther King

, can incorporate
to our everyday
s."

wars that are occurring right now is to
be aware of what is happening in the
world. It is better to be a player than a
spectator, a doer than a watcher. We are
not in a position to do very much, but
we are in a position to make ourselves
and our friends and colleagues aware of
the atrocities of war. In this way we will
not be one of those who stands by
waiting for something to happen, but
one who takes action when it is needed.
We cannot do anything about the future.
We are the hope for the future. Let's not
let ourselves down.
Another war being fought is the war
against poverty and world hunger.
There will not be peace for many unless
this war is won. It is hard to think about
such things as peace and other
intellectual and social subjects when
one is thinking about where one's next
meal is coming from. This is a war well
worth fighting. An attitude of giving is
essential to bringing peace to this war.
One of my favorite songs to sing,
especially during the Christmas season,
is "Let There Be Peace on Earth." The
first line of that song gives us a great
message to live by. "Let there be peace
on earth and let it begin with me."
Another song I love is "Make Me a
Channel of Your Peace." These are songs
of an thematic proportions because they
are songs that call us to action . If we
follow their message the world would
indeed be at peace.
We, as individuals, can incorporate
the idea of peace into our everyday lives
in several ways. We heard Fr. Mike and
Fr. Owen speak extensively about
making peace with our friends, parents,
neighbors and especially our enemies.
Invariably, part of making peace is the
ability to forgive someone for harming
you. If one does not forgive, it would be
very hard to be at peace with others.
This is one way that we can incorporate
peace into our lives.
I think many of us need to make
peace with ourselves. This is a volatile
time in our lives. There are many
internal changes taking place. We are
questioning many things, we have many
doubts and many fears, and many
expectations. It is very easy at this time
~o become depressed or angry. It is
important to make peace with ourselves.
We cannot be at peace with the world if
we are not at peace with ourselves.
Lastly, in this same spirit, I think it is
important to make peace with God. We
are lucky to be in an academic
institution that provides religious
guidance. It is important we take
advantage of this situation and use the
people and facilities presented to us. If
one has a problem with his or her faith
this is the time to work out the proble~.

Mahatma Gandhi

The college experience is a base from
which we will build the rest of our lives.
We need to solidify it now. Hopefully, in
this way we can insure that we will be at
peace with ourselves, others and God
and the world for a very long time.
You know, one of the best ways to
teach something to someone is by
example. Anyone who has played sports
knows that when a coach teaches his
player a new play or technique, the
coach will usually demonstrate the
technique. Then the coach will have the
player practice the move over and over.
Some of the greatest people in history
acted as teachers and coaches, men and
women who taught by example. Jesus
Christ, Gandhi, Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., Mother Teresa of Calcutta, Dorothy
Day and others have taught us about
peace. But these people did not just
reach peace, they lived it. Theirs was
not a peace of passiveness, but a peace
made possible by action. These men
and women proved that one could win
great battles for mankind without using
force. They call people to action. God
calls us to action. It is fine to think of
peace and how nice it would be if there
was peace, but the only way there will
be peace is if we act.
I sometimes try to get to know
someone by asking them what they
would wish for if they had three wishes.
I have thought about this many times so
my answer may not be what you might
expect. My three wishes are (1) peace on
earth; (2) the end of world hunger; and
(3) $10 million dollars to buy a few
things for the house. I am not
suggesting I am some kind of saint or
hero because I want to do something for
humanity. What I am saying is this is an
attitude we all could adopt in order to
make a difference. Let's all strive to
make that difference. •
Peter Andrade is a 1986 graduate of
USD.
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Close to the heart
Alumni care about their alma mater.
Better yet, they want to be involved.
By John Sutherland

lumni want to be involved with
USD. Better yet, they're willing
to back that spirit of concern
with their time and .talent.
Those two findings emerge loud and
clear from a questionnaire mailed in
March to 8 ,032 alumni (excluding law
graduates) by the Office of Alumni
Relations. The 19-question form
concentrated on gauging interest in
various alumni activities and events.
The alumni office will use the results to
plan future alumni programming.
The office received 1,368 completed
questionnaires by mid-August, a
response rate of 16.3 percent. "We were
very pleased to get such a terrific
response rate from our alumni," says
Joan Murry, director of a lumni
relations. "And I was delighted to see
how many people took the time to make
written comments at the end of the
questionnaire. It means our alumni care
a lot _about USD."
Alumni demonstrated their desire to
get involved by volunteering in large
numbers to serve on various boards.
More than 600 volunteered to either
speak to prospective students about the
University or contact students already
accepted. Another 195 volunteered to
serve in an alumni career network
program, 148 offered to serve on the
a lumni board and 105 volunteered to
serve as a class agent or representative.
" We're currently working on both a
pilot program to involve alumni in
student recruitment and on an alumni
career network program, so we will
involve alumni in the ways in which
they expressed high degrees of interest,"
Murry notes.
The depth of alumni concern about
USD was best expressed in the written
comments. (See next page for more
details.)
" I hope we coordinate the tremendous
talent that has graduated from USD into

A
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an active and effective alumni program
which will help make USD the best
school in the West." wrote one alum.
"Continue being a university I feel
very proud to have attended," wrote
another.
"My years spent at USD were
wonderful times ... great professors,
learned a great deal about myself .. .
made lasting friendships . . . good
friends .. . good times ... good
memories. Love you all," wrote a third.
When it comes to activities on
campus, alumni expressed the most
interest in attending social events (54.1
percent). followed closely by guest
lectures (48 .9 percent). continuing
education/professional development
programs (48 .6). and cultural events
(47.9) .

The most popular time for alumni
activities on campus is Saturday
evening, according to the responses.
More than 50 percent said they needed
at least one month advance notification
of a campus event and another 22
percent said they need two months'
notice. Almost 65 percent indicated
they would be willing to pay a
reasonable fee to attend a campus event.
The major reason for non-involvement
with USD according to the responses
was "live too far away from the
University." Another 24 percent said
they were not made aware of various
functions.
Asked to describe their current
involvement with USD, the most
frequent response was visited campus
(68 .9 percent), followed by attended a
mass on campus (32.5 percent).
contributed to annual giving (29.2
percent) and attended an on-campus
social event (27 .4 percent) .
More than 75 percent of the
respondents indicated interest in
attending a class reunion. A dinner at
USD on a Saturday evening in the fall
was the preferred time for such an
event.
Alumni are not interested in an
Alumni Association travel program .
More than 62 percent indicated no
interest.
On the other hand, more than 70
percent said they would like to buy USD
items through the Bookstore.
The best way to describe the Alumni
Association is "provides communication
between alumni and the University,"
according to 49 percent of the
respondents. Almost 22 percent
indicated they don't have a clear idea of
what the Association does.
Alumni give the University high
marks on keeping them informed, with
more than 70 percent rating USD good
or excellent in this area. The top three

The good, bad and ugly ...
SD alumni feel
strongly about their
university - most
of them in a positive way
- judging from written
comments made on
questionnaires returned to
the Office of Alumni
Relations.

U

Because of the hundreds
of comments received,
we've selected a
representative sampling of
both positive and negative
remarks to give our
readers a glimpse of the
variety of feelings
expressed.

The good ...
"The University of San
Diego holds a very special
place in both my heart
and my memory. I felt I
had a very enriching
undergraduate and
graduate education especially in the School of
Education. I am very
interested in keeping up to
date on the events and
happenings at USD."
"USD is a terrific
university ... each year
USD progresses and
becomes even better."
"USD is one of the finest
institutions in the country.
USD needs to obtain the
manpower and spend the
money to reach out to its
alumni, not only for
dollars. USD must become
more involved in the
business community and
public relations to create a
stronger image than the
current private Catholic
school upon the hill. I love
USD!"

"Continue the trend to
be one of the best
academic institutions in
the West."
"I am most favorably
impressed with the
leadership of President
Author Hughes. His recent
firm stand for academic
freedom at USD renews
my support for the
institution. Bravo!"

The bad ...
"Stop growing so fast."
"I do not like to pay to
use the pool at the Sports
Center, so I don't go
anymore."
"Stop charging alumni
for use of the library. Offer
courses at reduced
tuition."
"My biggest gripe is that
all the information I
receive on upcoming
events is always late!"
"I think the school grew
too fast and too large."

"We visit the area quite
often, but I have not felt a
real part of the school
since leaving. Almost all
communications received
were seeking financial
contributions. I feel
financial appeals are
overdone and more
'family' building should be
done."

The ugly ...
"Look at your hallways
and bulletin boards as a
visitor sees them."
"You need a better
mailing system centralized."

sources of information for alumni about
the University are "U" magazine, letters
or flyers from USD and word of mouth
from other alumni. More than 85
percent said they usually read material
sent to them by USD.
Just over 44 percent of the responses
came from graduates of the 1980-86
period. •
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Homecoming 1985

Join the fun at
1986 Homecoming
November 7-9
ver miss your college
classmates? Anxious to
recapture a bit of college
nostalgia? Wonder what ever happened
to your gridiron teammates?

E

You'll find answers to all of these
questions at USD 's 1986 Homecoming
weeke nd November 7-9 , when all
alumni are invited back to Alcala Park
to recall college memories and to renew
friendships.
Awaiting those returning to campus
will be one of the most variety-filled
Homecoming weekends ever staged on
campus. Among the activities open to
all alumni are a warm-up party, a
luncheon , a guest lecture, a football
game, a dance, and a mass followed by a
champagne brunch. In addition, special
reunion dinners will be held for
members of the classes of 1957 , 1962 ,
1967 , 1972, 1977 and 1982.
The traditional Homecoming football
game will feature the Toreros against
Occidental College.
"It will be a special weekend to
remember for our alumni," says Joan
Murry, director of alumni relations. "We
want everyone to come back to campus
and celebrate their USD ties."
If you are interested in volunteering to
help at events during the weekend or
have questions about the planned
activities, contact the Office of Alumni
Relations at (619) 260-4819.

The complete Homecoming schedule,
along with costs:
16

The schedule
Friday, Novem b er 7
7-9 p.m .. DeSales Board
Room. "TGJF Revisited"
warm-up party for all
alumni, hosted by
1980s graduates.
Featuring slide show
"Scenes from the Past
- Glimpse of the
Future," by Michael
Fowlkes '83. Hot dogs.
pizza. wine. beer. $6.50.
Saturday,
Novembers
9 a.m .. Sports Center.
Swim team vs. alumni
team. Admission free.
11 :30 a.m.-1 p.m ..
Manchester Conference
Center. All-alumni
luncheon featuring
keynote speaker Dr.
Larry Williamson,
director of
communication studies.
Welcome by President
Author E. Hughes.
$6.50.
1:30 p.m .. Torero
Stadium . Homecoming
football game vs.
Occidental College. $4.
2-4 p.m., Manchester
Conference Center.
Workshop on "Values,
Dreams and Vision:
Changing Perspectives.
1950-1980s." featuring
Dr. Susana (Jimenez)
Schlesinger '59, a
Chicago psychologist.

Materials and
refreshments $5.
6 :30-7:30 p.m ..
University Center.
Reception and tours of
the University Center.
No-host bar and light
hors d 'oeuvres. Special
receptions hosted by
Graduate School of
Business Alumni
Association and
Graduate School of
Education Alumni
Association. Admission
free.
7:30-9 p.m .. locations to
be announced. Class
reunion dinners for
classes of 1957, 1962,
1967, 1972. 1977 and
1982. $16.50.
7:30-9 p.m .. location to
be announced. Allalumni dinner. Hosts
Ted Fields '68, Larry
McDonald '85 MBA,
David Dayton '78 ('85
M.A.) and Bob
O'Connell '82. $16.50.
9 p.m.-1 a.m .. location
to be announced. Alla lumni dance.
Admission free.

Sunday, November 9
11 a.m .. Founders
Chapel. All-alumni
mass.
Noon. Manchester
Conference Center. Allalumni champagne
brunch . $6.50. •
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Today's youth concern Chicago psychologist
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r. Susana (Jimenez)
Schlesinger ' 59 is deeply
concerned about today's

adolescents.
"Too many of our young people
operate on the pleasure principle.
They're used to getting whatever they
want," says the Chicago psychologist,
who will speak at USD on November 8
during Homecoming weekend . "They
don't know how to struggle through the
bad times. Then when they do
encounter problems, they turn to
alcohol and drugs."
Dr. Schlesinger sees many such
troubled youths in her Chicago office.
She calls them " unguided missiles,"
living without hope and unable to find a
real m eaning or purpose to life.
Much of the blame rests with society
for e liminating absolute values, Dr.
Schlesinger says. "There are no
absolute truths anymore," she says, "so
many feel free to do whatever brings
pleasure." Eventually this leads to
boredom , which often leads to
substance abuse or suicide.
Dr. Schlesinger advises parents to

take an active interest in their children's
lives. " You don't have to be there all of
the time, but take an active interest. Let
them know you 're interested." Pare nts
also must not be afraid to confront their
children and limit their options, she
says.
At her November campus workshop,
Dr. Schlesinger will speak about dreams
and expectations. ''I' ll talk about the
dreams and expectations people had
earlier in life and how they compare to
what they expect today." She plans to
actively involve workshop participants
in the discussion .
Dr. Schlesinger holds a doctorate in
counseling psychology from Loyola
University in Chicago. In addition to her
private practice, she teaches in Loyola's
Department of Counseling and
Guidance in the School of Education.
Cost to attend Dr. Schlesinge r's
Novembe r workshop is $5 . Contact the
Office of Alumni Relations at (619) 2604819 to register or complete and return
the Homecoming reservation form you
recently received in the mail. •

Dr. Susana (Jimenez)
Schlesinger '59

SAA drive to benefit
financial aid program
The Financial Aid Office will have
some extra dollars to hand out to needy
students this year, thanks to the efforts
of the Student Alumni Association
(SAA) .
The SAA will sell Entertainment '87
discount books in an attempt to raise
$1 ,000 for financial aid. The books
contain discount coupons for area
dining, entertainment and travel
establishments.
The SAA needs to sell 180 booklets at
$30 each to reach its goal, according to
Eric Huff '8 7 , SAA president. Those
interested in purchasing a book should
contact the Office of Alumni Relations
at 260-4819. •

GSBAA elects officers

About 150 alumni enjoyed a beautiful day at Mission Bay August 23
during an alumni barbecue.

The Graduate School of Business
Alumni Association (GSBAA) recently
elected officers for 1986-87.
They are Larry McDonald '85 MBA,
president; Chuck Halso '85 MBA , vice
president; Jimmy Anklesaria '85 MBA ,
vice president finance; Marianne Lynch
'82 , '83 MBA , student relations
chairperson; and Bonnie Henry '86
MBA, activities chairperson. •
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CLASS NOTES
award. Bonanza High Hall of Fa m e perpetual
award in music. Da ughter Dina hopes to
atte nd USO in '87 ... Sharon Margaret
(Foote) Hayes has six childre n , ages 24 , 22,
18 . twin boys 15 , 10 .. . Charlie King's
father. H . Stephen King . 83, died June 14 of
le ukemia in Scripps Me morial Hospital.

Received a job promotion recently?
Newly married? Let us know. We'll
print your news in an upcoming
issue of " U" if you complete the
form below and mail it to "U,"
Publications Office, University of
San Diego, Alcala Park,
San Diego, CA 92110. If you have a
recent photo of yourself, send
that along, too.

~-------------------.
Name ______________
Address ______ __ _ _ _ __
City ____ __ ________
State ______ Zip ______
Class year ____ ________ _
Please include the following in " U":

Maureen (Pecht) King '64

Class of 1958
meets monthly
Me mbers of th e class of
1958 m eet one Wednesday
eac h month at Anthony 's
Fis h Grotto in San Diego.
For more information
about the ga th erings.
contact Clement Batt '58
at (619) 272-3744.

1963
Elizabeth Kilfoy has three da ughters :
Michelle. who is a senior in high school, will
atte nd Steph e ns College in Columbia, Mo.
n ex t year. She was accepted this summer on
the AFS s ummer exc hange abroad program.
Her country assignment is the Netherlands.
Julia is a freshman at Santa Catalina Boarding School a nd a m em ber of the varsi ty
tennis team. Dominique. 9. is in the third
grade.
1964
Maureen (Pecht) King has been appoin ted
th e firs t director of d evelopme nt for MENDMothers Embracing Nuclear Disarmament.
1965
Aley (Boss) Neidlinger lives near Pittsburgh . She paints and plays golf in her spare
time. She has two children . Bill, 8, and Liz.
11. Maureen Buckley has two c hildren. Kevin. 17. a nd J enny, 15.
1966
Gerard Herrman received an MSW degree
from SDSU . He is a social worker at Hillcrest
Receiving Home in S a n Diego.

L------------------1957
Mercedes (Shea) Gleason's
granddaughter. She ila, graduated from USD
in '83 and is now in graduate school studying
psychology ... Marion (Rogers) Schmidt
has three daughters: Valerie, who graduated
from USO in computer science in '82; and
Anne Marie and Mary Kay. both stude nts at
USO ... Sara Jane (Lauerman) Miller's
oldest son . Greg. is a grad accou ntant
alumnus of Notre Dame; son Tim is a senior
at the University of Michigan ... . Mary
(Earley) Foley's daughter. Ann e, a nd son ,
Tom . are stud ents at USO ... Carol
(Farrell) Burke is principal of Silver Strand
School. Coronado.
1961
Alberta (Seabold) Casey is busy painting
and working on communications a nd world
peace.
1962
Peggy (D'Agostino) Thompson is a music
specialist for Clark County S chools. Her son,
Donny. is majoring in music at UNLV on a
full Liberace Scholarship and has received
the Instrume ntalist Magazine Nationa l
musicianship award , John Philip Sousa
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1967
Margaret (Cunningham) Ustick is
teaching a nd loving second grade - a real
s h ock a fter junior high a nd high school. She
is learning to slow down; spending more time
be nt over (s horter clientele) ... John Valdez
is a n associate professor a nd program
direc tor of Bilingual Teach er Corps at
Pa lomar College.
1968
Moira Lees is a teach er and currently
studying for an M.S. in computer scien ce . ..
Sandra (Kiszla) Chew is currently getting
h er certificate in technical writing at Mesa
College. She is a freela nce writer a nd teaches
English . She was a d elegate to the AMASC
In ternational Cou nc il m eeting in Tokyo,
Japan. from March 13 -15 . 1986.
1969
Henry Acquarelli is a teach er at Mount
Carmel High School. He was nam ed Coach of
the Year in Poway for soccer at Mount Carmel
... Helen Antoniak h as a Ph .D. in
psychology and a master's in social work.
She is starting an a doption ce nter in San
Diego . .. Mary Holt a nd h er husband, Lt.
Col. J ames William Holt. Jr .. announce the
birth of Andrew McKinney Holt on November
13. 1985. They have two other c hildren ,
Sarah , 20. a nd James. 6. Mary teaches
Spanish in a high school in Dayton, Ohio.
The family is stationed at Patterson Air Force
Base.

CLASS NOTES
1970
Patricia Joanne (Cobb) Wheeler is the
owner/director of a pre-school Montessori
achievement center.

1971
Eileen Kearney has received her Ph.D. from
the University of Oregon . Eileen has just
accepted a job at Gonzaga University in
Spokane. Wash. She will serve as the chair of
the theatre arts division within the
communication arts department and wi ll
become assistant professor of theatre arts.

1972
Rev. Thomas G . S imons is director of the
Office of Worship for the Diocese of Grand
Rapids, Mich. He also serves as pastor of Holy
Redeemer parish in Jenison. Mich.

1973
Deni s Peirce and his wife have started
Rough & Ready Lure Co. They are making
fishing lures.

1974
Steve Ayres is the vice president/director of
Convention Management at the Hotel del
Coronado ... Barry Lyons and his wife,
Mary Pat (McEncroe) Lyons ' 71 , have
moved from Long Beach , Calif.. with their
two children, Josh , 9, and Kiersten . 5, to
Germantown, Md. Barry is a senior account
manager - federal systems division with the
Applitek Corporation, a computer networking
company. He was transferred from the Long
Beach office to the Rockville, Md .. office in
early August. Mary Pat worked at the Child
Development Center for Long Beach City
College and will soon be working with a
child/parent development center in the
Gaithersburg. Md .. area.

1975
Maria De'niri gave an abstract to the
American Association of clinical chemists in
Chicago. The paper was solid-phase amino
immunoassay for prolactin in human serum
.. . James Newhouse is product marketing
manager for Zgtron. He lives in Torrance.
Calif.

1978
Angela Hammer recently began her new
job as youth minister for Our Mother of
Confidence Parish ... Mark Anderson has
been named president and CEO of Western
Adventures. The company specializes in river
rafting and ski tours. His partner is Larry
Bouche ' 73.

Women offer
cake service
Parents, are you looking
for a unique way to tell
your USO student you're
thinking of him or her?
The Alcala Women's
Cake Service has just
the answer.
The club will deliver a
cake to any resident
student for $15. The
sender may choose from
chocolate or white cake
with a similar choice of
frosting . A personalized
card also is included with
each cake.
Cakes may be ordered
by writing to Alcala
Women's Club, Attn:
Susan MacDonald, c/o
Associated Student Body,
University of San Diego,
Alcala Park, San Diego,
CA 92 110. Checks should
be made payable to Alcala
Women's Clu b.
For more information,
contact MacDonald at
(619) 698 -2969 or the
Associated Student Body
Office at (619) 260-4714. •

1977
Nathan Adler is a developer. He buil t Bonita
Center East and Eaton's Colony .. . Mark
O 'Donnell is a financial consultant for Pier
Realty Inc ... Fr. Robert Clover was
ordained a Catholic priest in 1982 after four
years of graduate work in theology and a
master's in religious studies at the University
of Louvain, Belgium. He is now returning to
studies for a Licentiate in Moral Theology at
the Catholic University of America,
Washington. D.C.

1979
Howard Schau has a new landscaping
company of his own. He and his wife are
expecting their third child ... B rother
John Cislo received a master's in American
studies from Pepperdine Un iversity. He has
taught in high schools in the Bay Area and
Los Angeles. From August '86 to July '87 he
will be making a second novitiate year in
preparation for final vows next summer as a
Brother of the Christian Schools . . . Lori
(Gr imm) Nelson taught third grade from
'79-'83. She is now a flight attendant with
American Airlines ... Anastasia Lott is
entering Maryknoll this September to
become a Maryknoll nun . .. Jeanne P ierik
is employed as a brokerage manager at State
Mutual Life in San Diego and is also
launching a new business. Bird of Paradise,
(619) 259-7979. Jeanne creates silk floral
arrangements for businesses and homes.

1980
Mary Beth Akemann has a three-year-old
and is expecting a baby corning in November
... James Bonk and Jeanne Fuller '83
were married in Founders Chapel August 2.
Both are accountants with Price Waterhouse.
James recently was promoted to manager of
auditing and accounting .. . Frank Antonio
is an accountant with the Insurance Company of the West .. . Andrew Kozlowski is
attending USD's School of Law this Fall.

1981
Rick Beavers is traveling to Malaysia as part
of a Christian Fellowship project ... Marie
Castro was mar ried to James Gross in July
at Founders Chapel ... Tom Korson
recently completed his master's degree at
California State University. Hayward. He is
em ployed as an associate professor of English
for the City Colleges of Chicago, an institute
which recruits instructors for assignment on
naval warships. In August he began a sevenmonth cruise to the Orient and Australia.

1982
Ken and Rhona Fort are the proud parents
of Bradley, who turned one recently ... Julie
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CLASS NOTES
Anderson has been promoted to programmer/manager of Dalfi . Inc . . . . Todd
Cote, Charlie Lawler and John Fagan are
in res idency programs at hospitals
througho ut California: Roman Kownacki
has begun as an intern in Tucson .. .
Bridget McNamee has taken a teaching job
at the International Community School in
Addis Ababa. Ethiopia ... Scott Brown
married Sue Pardee in July and they are
living in Colorado . .. Gena Darner married
Scott Wilson in the spring and they are living
in the Los Angeles area ... Martha Crosby
completed her master's and is working as an
adoption caseworker for Catholic Community
Services ... Elsa Anraku has a new job controller for Security Pacific International
Finance, Inc ... Yvonne (Vanson) Russell
married Rusty Russell '81. Yvonne is a
teacher in the Moorpark Unified School
District. Rusty owns Rusty Russell Insurance
... Denise (Bailey) .Jackson married Eric
Jac kson in a military wedding at the
Immac ulata on March 22. 1986. Their maid
of honor was Terrie Roe '82 . Denise and
Eric just purchased a new home in Anaheim
Hills. Calif.. and are busy decorating and
landscaping. They are also active with the
USO Reunion Committee ... Donna
Garafalo is a controller with the Los
Angeles Clippers. She resides in Santa
Monica . . . Dr. Lorraine Watson is
working under th e supervision of Dr. Nancy
Haller as a psychological assistant. Their
offices a re in Encinitas and San Diego.

Skahill and wife Donna '82 proudly
announce the birth . in April. of Eric Daniel.
He was born in record time - within 20
minutes of arriving at the hospital.

Jeanne Normandeau '86

1985
Cathy Genzel is presently living in San
Jose and works for a small firm as a technical
writer ... Annette Roy is employed with
Manning and Associates in San Diego as
public relations director ... Mark Berdan is
an insurance agent with Standard Insurance
Company.

Paul Davis '86
1983
Alice Zumstein and John Baer, Jr. are
now m arried and resid e in Northridge. Calif.
... Doug Fernandez is owner/operator of a
tanning salon with his wife of one year . ..
Steve Barnhill graduated from USO Law
School and passed the bar exam. He is
presen tly living in Los Angeles ... Bonnie
Montali is now living in Los Angeles
studying physical therapy at Children's
Hospital ... Michael Fowlkes has been
working for TRW for a year as a business
analyst. He is working on his master's of
business administration at USO . .. Liz
Green married David Klapmeier on August 9
in Oxnard. Li z is manager of J.C. Penney
Insurance. Fashion Valley in San Diego . ..
Mark Roland and Colleen Richter were
recently married. Mark works for Electronic
Data Systems in Atlanta ... Mark Kileen
and Rosalind Mullen '86 were recently
married .. . Andrew Totman received his
master's in fine arts from Wichita State
University. May '86. He is looking for a
college teaching job ... Denise Capozzi is
now the director of sales with Atlas Hotels in
the Mission Valley area ... Sharlene
Lindmark was promoted to sales director of
commercial accounts for all of the Atlas
Corporation . .. Lori Murray is now with
the Gable Company of San Diego. She was
with the Stoorza Company ... Terri Melvin
was married to Ted Gosen. sports information
director for USO. on July 5. 1986 ... Vince
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1984
Jay Kovats is studying for his doctorate in
philosophy at the University of Chicago .. .
Frank Bugelli is studying and flying a Jot in
·c orpus Christi. Texas. He will be designated a
"Naval Aviator" in November '86 .. .
Virginia Marie Mario married Christopher
Mark Jackson on July 5 , 1986. in Falls
Church. Va .... Cathy Campbell has been
promoted to district field represe ntative for
Procter & Gamble and recently moved to
Orange County ... Elizabeth Skelding has
a new position at Naval Hospital as a nursing
clinical coordinator.

Meredith Lahne '86

1986
Navy Ensign Michael Lewis was
commissioned upon graduation from Naval
Reserve Officer 'Training Corps at USO. He
completed naval science courses as well as
his full academic schedule at USO ...
Marine 2nd Lt. Philip Kissane was
commissioned to his present rank upon
graduation from Naval Reserve Officer
'Training Corps, USO. Philip completed naval
science courses as well as his full academic
schedule at USO .. . Stephanie Brown
received h er MBA in May '86 . She and
Marklos Garcia were wed April 5. 1986. and
reside in La Mesa. Calif. Jeanne
Normandeau is a paralegal and employed
with Cummins and White in Newport Beach
... James Pierik is employed by Cigna
Financial as a financial planner ... Kara
Murphy was married to David Gentry. July
26. 1986. in San Diego at the First United
Methodist Church. Ka ra and David are
residing in El Cajon. Calif. ... Shawn
O 'Hearn has a fantastic new job - but it's a
secret!! See next issue of "U" magazine for
the real story ... Paul Davis is a sales
consultant with Union Mutual ... Jon
Johnston is a product manager with
Telequest . . . Mary Patton entered the
Order of Mother Teresa (Missionaries of
Charity) ... Christina Luria. former
Mexican actress. earned her bachelor's
degree in psychology. She is an announcer
and production manager for two Spanish
language radio stations based in Chula Vista
... Mary Frances accepted a position in
San Francisco working for Union Mutual Life
Insurance ... Meredith Lohne is employed
with Union Mutual of San Francisco as a
disability income consultant.

UPCOMING
OCTOBER

7 Business Update Breakfast S eminar. "The Loyalty Ethic:

An Everyday Management Issue or Just a Matter of
Academic Concern?" Elizabeth Arnold. associate
professor of business law. Breakfast 7:30 a.m. , seminar 8
a.m .. Manchester Conference Center. $15. 260-4585 .
Men's basketball vs. Athletes in Action (exhibition). 7:30
p.m .. Sports Center.

14 USD Auxiliary Fashion Show, "Cloisonne and Silk."

Cocktails, luncheon and fashion show by Robinson's.
Noon, Town and Country Hotel, $35. Benefits USD
scholarships and financial aid programs. 260-4808 .

15 Soccer vs. Cal State Fullerton. 3:30 p.m .. soccer field .
16 Distinguished Speakers Series. "Strategies for Balancing

I

"

a Complicated Life," Dr. Marjorie Blanchard, chairman of
Blanchard 'Training and Development. Inc. Continental
breakfast 7:30 a.m .. seminar 8 a.m., Manchester
Conference Center. $15. 260-4585.

7 -9
8

1 7 Business Update Breakfast Seminar. "Could Marketing

Research Help Your Organization?" Dr. Jacqueline
Brown. assistant professor of marketing. Continental
breakfast 7:30 a .m .. seminar 8 a .m .. Manchester
Conference Center. $15. 260-4585.

the Sacred Heart fall dinner. 6:30 p.m. Alumnae $10,
religious $5 . 222-6936.
14 Swimming vs. Cal State L.A. 2 p.m .. Sports Center.

Women's volleyball vs. Santa Clara University. 7:30 p.m ..
Sports Center.

21 First annual Communications Leadership Lecture. Dr.

William F. Baker, president of Group W Television and
chairman of the board of Group W Satellite
Communications, Westinghouse Broadcasting and Cable
Corp., will discuss the problems and prospects for TV
ratings systems and tomorrow 's audience research
techniques. Admission free. 7:30 p.m ., Manchester
Conference Center. 260-4585
Opera Workshop Showcase. Director William Eichorn
presents an evening of operatic excerpts. Fee. 8 p.m. ,
Camino Theater.
22 Distinguished Speakers Series. "Freedom Isn't Free." Dr.

William Baker, president of Group W Television and
chairman of Group W Satellite Comm u nications,
Westinghouse Broadcasting and Cable Corporation.
Continental breakfast 7:30 a.m. , seminar 8 a .m .,
Manchester Conference Center. $15. 260-4585.
23 New York law alumni reception. 5:30 p.m ., Princeton

15 Law alumni Nuts and Bolts Seminar: "Bankruptcy.
Creditor's Re medies and Debt Collection Techniques,
Personal Injury, Proposition 51." 8:30 a .m .. More Hall.
$20. 260-4692.
Women's volleyball vs. University of San Francisco. 7:30
p.m .. Sports Center.
22 Swimming vs. Occidental/UCSD. 1 p.m .. Sports Center.

DECEMBER
TBA Crew Christmas Regatta.
4

Center.

Men's basketball vs. Boise State University. 7:30 p.m ..
Sports Center.

7 USO Symphony Orchestra presents a concert of music by

Bach. Mozart and Beethoven . Fee. 4 p.m. , Camino
Theater.

Club. John Hochfelder '77 . (212) 953-8900.
24 Women's volleyball vs. Pepperdine. 7:30 p.m .. Sports

Michael Mohr Memorial Golf Tournament. 7 a .m ..
Cottonwood Country Club. Lew Muller '77. 440-3000.
Law alumni Nuts and Bolts Seminar: ' 'Domestic
Relations, Driving Under the Influence and Misdemeanor
Defense." 8:30 a.m .. More Hall. $20. 260-4692.
Swimming vs. alumni. 9 a.m., Sports Center.
Homecoming football vs. Occidental College. 1:30 p.m ..
Torero Stadium.

12 "Celebrate Sacred Heart." annual Alumnae Association of

18 Soccer vs. Cal State L.A. 1 p.m. , soccer field.

Law School class of 1981 five-year reunion. Mex ican
Fiesta and Monte Carlo Casino Night. 7:30 p.m .-1 a .m ..
School of Law. Jan Mulligan '78 ('81 J.D.). 297-0101.

Homecoming Weekend activities. S ee page 16 for d e tai ls.
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Christmas Mass for alumni, Sacred Heart alumnae,
trustees, University of Third Age members, faculty and
staff. 7 :30 p.m., Founders Chapel. Champagne reception
follows. Presentation of Bishop Buddy Award. 260-4808 .

25 Football vs. U.C. Santa Barbara. 1:30 p.m., Torero
Stadium..
Law School class of 1971 15-year reunion. Sea World. Bill
Pate ·7 I. 291 -0840.
Women's volleyball vs. Loyola-Marymount. 7:30 p.m ..
Sports Center.

11 Men's baske tball vs. San Diego State. 7:30 p.m .. Sports

27 Soccer vs. SDSU. 3 p.m .. soccer fie ld.

23 Men's basketball vs. Rice University. 7:30 p.m .. Sports

Arena .
Wome n's basketball vs. Portland State. 7:30 p.m. , Sports
Center.
Center.

28 Washington . D.C., Jaw alumni rece ption . 5 p.m .. Generals'
Conference Room, Department of Justice. Alan
Winterhalter '71 , (703) 893-2444.

27 Men's basketball vs. Loyola College. 7 :30 p.m., Sports

30 Soccer vs. Cal State San Bernardino. 3 p.m ., soccer field .

30 Women's baske tball vs. University of Wisconsin. 7:30

31 Business Update Breakfast Seminar. " Fired! " Dr. Miriam

Rothman . assistant professor of management.
Continental breakfast 7:30 a.m .. seminar 8 a .m ..
Manchester Conference Center. $15 . 260-4585.

Center.
p.m. Sports Center.
31 Men's basketball vs. University of Colorado. 7:30 p.m ..

Sports Center.

OT HER PROGRAMS

NOVEMBER
1 Football vs. St. Mary 's College. 1:30 p.m ., Torero Stadium .
2 Soccer vs. St. Mary's College. 11 a.m .. soccer field.

5 Soccer vs. UCSD. 3 p.m .. soccer fi eld.

Institute for Christian Ministries workshops October.
November. December. Workshop topics includ e "Acts of the
Apostles," "Church Music Appreciation," "Pastoral Visitors'
Ministry 'Training," " Images of Jesus." "Therapeutic
Dimensions of Adu lt Catechesis." Fees. Times and dates vary.
260-4784. •
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MY TURN

Acid rain
threat
looms

ince his emergence on the planet, man has been
at the mercy of the environment. Only recently
has the environment - on a global or regional
scale - been at the mercy of man. One example of
man's impact is the high acidity of rainfall over large areas of North Ame'rica and Europe.
Atmospheric acids, the result of greatly increased
emissions of sulfur and nitrogen oxides in highly industrialized areas, are responsible for much of the haze
which shrouds many urban centers and threaten the
magnificent vistas of the Southwest. They are also acidifying sensitive lakes, leaving them devoid of fish, and
damaging buildings and monuments, including such
treasures as the Acropolis, the Tuj Mahal, and the Cologne Cathedral. More recently concern has been expressed about a possible link between acid rain and
damage to forests, such as is being observed in Europe
and eastern North America.
The problem is highly politicized and has created regional antagonism because acid forming pollutants may
be transported hundreds of miles from their source before returning to earth in such forms as acid rain . Thus,
industrial centers in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Indiana
generate much of the acid deposition suspected of damaging fragile aquatic and forest ecosystems in the
Adirondacks and New England.
Although acids are carried to the surface in a variety
of ways, including rain, fog, snow and as fine particles,
the phenomenon is most commonly referred to simply
as "acid rain." Because of the presence of carbon dioxide and other naturally occurring acids in the atmosphere, rainfall is expected to be somewhat acidic. However, the rain in some areas of the Northeast is typically
three to six times more acidic than would be expected
on the basis of naturally occurring acids. On other occasions, it is more than 10 times as acidic.
Globally about 60 percent of the sulfur oxides in the
atmosphere are the result of natural sources. But in
heavily industrialized areas as much as 90 percent is
due to human activities - primarily the combustion of
sulfur-containing coals in electrical utility and industrial boilers.
Major sources of these pollutants are concentrated in
the eastern part of the country. About 80 percent of the
sulfur oxides and 60 percent of the nitrogen oxides are
emitted in the 31 states bordering on or east of the Mississippi River.
A recent EPA study reveals that 9 percent of lakes
sampled in the Northeast are acidic and 19 percent are
highly vulnerable to future acidification. The study also

S
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found a large number of high-risk lakes in the Southeast.
Concern that acid rain may be contributing to damage
to forests is of more recent origin. The problem has been
especially acute in West Germany where a 1984 survey
found that 50 percent of the total forest area exhibited
some symptoms of "Wald Sterben" - literally forest
death . Symptoms range from the yellowing of needles to
tree mortality.
In the U.S., forest effects have been most noticeable in
the Northeast. Over the past 15-20 years, red spruce in
the high elevation forests of New York, Vermont and New
Hampshire have experience pronounced dieback and
decreased growth. More recently similar effects have
been observed in the Great Smokey Mountains.
The most commonly suggested remedy to the acid
rain problem is pronounced reductions in the emissions
of the major acid precursors - sulfur and nitrogen oxides. Legislation has been introduced - unsuccessfully
- in the past several sessionss of Congress that would
mandate substantial reductions in such emissions.
Such reductions will be expensive. The Office of Technology Assessment estimates a cost of $2-5 billion dollars per year depending upon the extent of reduction
and the control strategy adopted. Some control strategies would lead to significantly higher utility rates in
source states, and there could also be serious socioeconomic problems in areas of the Midwest and Northern
Appalachia as a result of a shift from high- to low-sulfur
coals.
The Reagan administration has taken the position
that we do not yet know enough about acid rain and its
effects to justify costly emission control programs - a
position that is strongly supported by the states that are
the major sources of emissions.
Can further study sharpen the focus of the acid rain
issue enough to suggest action? Yes, but only with certain risks. As a panel of scientists appointed by the President to review the acid rain problem concluded:
" It is the nature of the acid rain problem , that
actions have to be taken despite incomplete
knowledge ... If we take the conservative point
of view that we must wait until the scientific
knowledge is definitive, the accumulated deposition and the damage to the environment may
reach the point of irreversibility." •
Dr. Donald Peterson is a professor of chemistry. He
holds doctoral and master's degrees from Carnegie Institute of Technology.
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